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Yountville—More Than Just Fine Dining

Locals here in the wine country of Napa Valley, specifically the

quaint town of Yountville, half-jokingly say that when standing in the

center of town, you can literally throw a stone in any direction and hit

a Michelin star- or top Zagat-rated restaurant. It is true that this

destination has solidified itself as a playground for the luxury

gourmand, but Yountville has more to offer than just outstanding

food. It has also established itself as one of the premier locations in

the country for some of the most sought-after art. Galleries dotted

throughout the township highlight various artists both local and afar.

One of these such noted galleries is the North Bay Gallery. 

Established more than 15 years ago, proprietors Marc and Donna

Eremian created a warm and non-intimidating space where they

could feature art they loved such as bronze sculptures, contemporary

glass art,  watercolors and oils from local and internationally

aclaimed artists as well as exquisite one-of-a-kind jewelry collections.

Their gallery, located on the ground level of the V Marketplace

building in the heart of Yountville, showcases the talents of many

world-class artists. 

The Artist’s Work
Growing up in Hawaii the couple became acquainted with Guy

Buffet’s work and it must have been serendipity as Guy had been
painting scenes of Tahiti and Hawaii since the early 1960s when he left
his native France to become the French Navy’s official artist and “paint
the world.” Today he continues to paint vividly colored scenes from life
on the islands, as well as humorous depictions of iconic characters in
gastronomy such as rotund waiters, gregarious chefs and jolly
sommeliers. The shared “Aloha Spirit” between Guy, Marc and Donna
has over the years grown into a wonderful collaboration as North Bay
Gallery is an authorized seller of Guy Buffet’s work north of the
Golden Gate. They proudly display many popular pieces from Buffet
for all to admire including “Chefs Over Napa” and “Taste Of
Yountville,” along with an expertly curated selection of Buffet’s overall
acrylic collection and an impressive array of watercolors.  

Fresh off the Easel from France –

New Works of Guy Buffet at North Bay Gallery, Yountville

MIDNIGHT IN MONTMARTE Guy Buffet  |  24"H x 18"W CHEFS OVER NAPA Guy Buffet | 14"H x 11"W 
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V Marketplace – Ground Level, next to Bottega

6525 Washington Street,  Yountville, CA 94599

(707) 945-0145  |  www.northbaygallery.net

The Inspiration Behind The Brush
Buffet’s works reflect his time spent as a youth working his way up the

hierarchy of the great restaurants in Paris. Born towards the end of the
Second World War in the district of Montparnasse in Paris, he became
entwined with the chaotic, yet wonderful world of restaurants as a young
boy after the death of his father. His two older brothers, one a chef, the
other a waiter, decided to open their own restaurant and it was here that
Guy found the comradery of a kitchen to be a great comfort from his tough
childhood. His extraordinary talents depict the often quirky aspects of
restaurant-life as well the idyllic French countryside, to the relaxed ‘joie de
vivre’ of Parisian Cafés. Today, Buffet spends much of his time traveling the
world in search of inspiration and discovering new ways to tell stories with
his brush. When he does take the rare down-time, you’ll find him painting
in one of his studios in France, Maui or the Napa Valley. 

Join North Bay Gallery on Saturday, October 22, for an exclusive
showing of Buffet’s newest works from France and meet this world-renown
artist in person. Wine and cheese reception hosted from noon to 5 p.m. For
more information, contact the gallery at (707) 945-0145 or visit their
website northbaygallery.net. >> BY TANYA SEIBOLD
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FRESH OFF THE EASEL FROM FRANCE

The Works of Guy Buffet at North Bay Gallery

Saturday, October 22, 2016, 12pm- 5pm

Meet world-renown artist Guy Buffet and view his latest works on canvas

and watercolor. Guy will be unveiling never before seen works at the event.

Wine and cheese reception hosted from noon to 5 p.m. For more

information, contact the gallery at (707) 945-0145.

NAPA VALLEY WINES ON PARADE Guy Buffet, original acrylic | 40"H x 30"W on canvas

“

”

There’s something in Guy’s work that so eloquently
conveys a sense of time and place. Whether he’s working
in watercolor or acrylics, he captures the essence of each
subject and brings it to life. His ability to revel in the
whimsical, such as his depictions of animals in everyday
human situations, or his modern influences in other
works, demonstrates his breadth of talent and the 
ability to find joy in the simplest of human expressions

- DONNA EREMIAN, 
PROPRIETOR, NORTH BAY GALLERY


